
Jet Tech’s F-18DP
Undercounter Ware Washer

What is Jet Tech’s model: F-18DP?
 This is Jet Tech “BEST SELLING” High Temp Under counter dishwasher.
 This machine is currently used by Subway worldwide. It is a high

temperature, built in booster ware washer that will sanitize all glasses,
cups, saucers and dishes. As a high temp under counter dishwasher,
the F-18DP washes at 150 degrees Fahrenheit and has a final rinse phase of
185 degrees Fahrenheit. At this temperature, all bacteria and germs are destroyed instantly. This
temperature also allows for best performance and results. Complete cycle in 160 seconds

In what applications would I use the Jet Tech F-18DP?
 This model is used primarily for Cafes, Bars, Restaurants, Marine use, Deli areas for supermarkets,

Health care sector, schools, as well as daycare facilities to sanitize their toys of any bacteria.

Is this dishwasher energy and water efficient?
 The F-18DP uses only 0.79 gallons per cycle and when compared to other manufacturers, such as

Jackson, Hobart and Champion, we are definitely the leaders in that field.
 The unit is not a dump and fill washer and therefore will reuse water.
 At only 22amps drawn, the F-18DP draws one of lowest amperages in the market today. This results

in enormous operation savings and combined with water consumption savings, anywhere between
$300 and $500 can be saved each year!

How easy is it to install into my customer’s establishment?
 The great thing about the F-18DP is that it comes with a FREE Start Up. This is offered to every

customer across the United States. Once the machine is sold, your customer contacts our head office
and they ask to validate their warranty, we then send a trained Jet Tech technician to confirm
whether the installation is correct and to verify if the maintenance was done properly.

How dependable is Jet Tech?
 Jet Tech dishwashers have been in the industry for over 15 years and have a proven product which is

endorsed and supported by companies such as Subway, which uses our F-18DP world wide.
 Jet Tech has a vast service network available in every state which ensures that your unit will not be

down for longer than 24-48 hours without being serviced.
 The F-18DP comes with a one year warranty which covers parts and labor.
 Jet Tech also offers a 24 hour emergency service support hotline to increase dependability at any

hour and on any day!

What is our Warranty
 Our standard warranty is One year parts and labor


